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Introduction

This study is a result of a request of the Connell of Soeial

OS of Portland, Oregon, to the School of Hamm Economies of

Oregon State College, Corvallis. The request was for the development

of a standard of adequate relief which could be used as a guide for

the various family relief agencies is Porti

This study is a comparison of the standard of olothing for

femilies tor the minimum Isom* with the etenderd desirable for

fannies of moderate income*

II. Collection of Data

The bases of information in compiling this study were

established on data secured through personal interviews of individual

and families of various income levels. Those persons interviewed

more sewives, professional men and women, and trades and trades.,

women of Zug and Corvallis, Oreg

The figures in the budget are based on 1929 and 1930 pries*.

They were quoted from prices secured from department stores, variety

stores of Portland and Corvallis, d mail order houses.

III. Analysis

This study is ooncersed with the mini:situ and with the moderate

theme levels beeause they are the ones *doh are most vitally inter*

estod in *lathing expenditures. Members of the moll*te*do income

level are not as much ooneerned with clothing expenditures they do

have to bei they have the money to buy whatever is needed Or

tea
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By the "minimum clothing budget" is meant the smallest allow'

Ones for clothing neeeesary for health, pursuit of oecupations and

intenanee of selt.respeet of the individual in the specif is group

of -shish he i i a pert.

more desirable standard is that based upon the moderate in

oome level which takes into eoniideration, better duality end greater

variety.

It is practically impossible to set a clothing standard for

kinds, quality and cost of clothing for the average individual until

more research has been in this field and mere standardisation

d to quality and cost. Little can be done in the Tay of

ing accurate data. Unlike the budgets sot up for foods, cloth*

lug has never been standardised for any inoome level. Clothing has

not the Standard of measurement as has food which can be

the pound, quart or some equivalent unit which does not Vary

Standard of quality. This difficulty is also partly due to individual

differences in tastes, differences in individual's knowledge of cloth'

ing materials, differences in 'colloquial styles, and differences in

standards in buying habits established through presiceets environment.

There ere, however, people who are living upon very limited incomes

elso dress with exceedingly good taste bonus* they have that instinc-

tive or well - trained knowledge of the appropritte in °lathing.

Funds mentally training is most important but I moose enables the person

to express his ideas clothing which maybe in good or bad taste.

The differences include various opportunities in the purchase
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of cloth material, beam** of lootlity in which the individual

lures. his ability to take advantages of prises offered, and

elimatio conditions with which he meet combat also tors.

The 'tut difference in the occupations of ara and *omen 0

the "wear and tear" of clothes to influence the clothing budget fr

the depreciation standpoint. The amount of home ion in

the family elothing budg

dohe by the individual,

the amount and kind of personal laundry

the various applications of individuals

in mending, are factors which greatly influenoe the standardisation

Of th0 clothing budget. For all members the level must be sufficient

to pasrmit the pursuit of work and to maintain the social status of

the individual in his group.

The clothing budgets voluntarily fall in the occupational

elessifieation ofs the budget planned for the laboring person

(mtaimum budget), and the budget planned for the salaried person

(meditate budget). Each individual in each specific group will,

betides the individual opportunities and ability to create or rocas-

etruct his wearing apparel, meet with definite circumstances, as the

foregoing oboes, which will generally influence his clothing until

the standardisation level becomes reconstructed to an entirely

individual affair,

'Clothing in AM00.0412 l m dies rev roe frau about a tenth to

4 fifth or more of the family imams with the proportion for clothing

increasing as in

hold

eases." (Andrews, "Boonomice of House-

) The generally acceepted clothing standard has placed the



minimum clothing pereentage at a relative figure of 10« Below this

level it seems impossible to maintain a standard of decency. The

percentage for the clothing budget for the mederete i.noome is plowed

at a relative figure of about 2E3.

However, from the econamistts study of costs of living

expenditures, the has been derived a law whieh will help each

ind vidual with his expenditures for clothing. This law is known

Begelis Lox of Couau tion, stating "that se the increases the

percentage or clothing tends to remain the same It esti-

mates that leg to 18% of total imams should be spent for clothing«

It will be seen, that Engeiss Law does not hold true in the

lower income croups of the United Stetes In these groups you find

the percentage spent for clothing is a great deal less than Engelis

minimum. The variation from Engelts law can be explained, in this

ways as the incone increases the family is more able to indulge in

*lathing luxuries. There is a tendency to lessen the coat distinct

tion The individual will buy a cheaper quality garment that

resemble the more expensive clothes worn by people of the higher boom

level. In such groups, as the income increases the percentage of the

name spent for *lathing increases. Statistics slow that it increase*

up to 204 at $2600 income level or above. At this point the

percentage spent for clothing begins to decrease, however, the amount

spent for clothing in this level being greater than the amount ape

for clothing at lower income level.

the mini= budget for clothing provides a protection for the
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body and protection against the math's., but wan give but little

emphasis to social approval in clothing choice. This standard 18

found with incomes below ;1500, and is not concerned so much the

outlay of money as with the housewife's ability in creating and

ing for the clothing of the family. Expenditures for food and

housing are insistent even in periods of financial distress, viler

it is easy to postpone or greatly limit the purchase of wearing

apparel.

The clothing budget for moderate income is marked by avoidance

of extremes in fashion, by conformity to general usage, and by selocm.

tion of qualities in fabric, and by suitability in style. 2rtioles

are selected to give extended service and to remain the mods rather

than to follow the fashion. An income of 33000 and above enables one

to do this comfortably, according to Andrews, in his "Boonomics of

the Household." lie calls this standard litho moderate atandard or

level of fabric quality and standard des The substantial stan-

dards of the men; and the knowledge ixz values by the her good

taste in dress; and to sow extent, her skill in making clothe

the foundation of this budget.

To persons of limited inociie the psychology of clothing a

of muoh importance. Clothing is one of the nest universal moons

elf- expression, and one which is of special interest and importance

ing the adolescent period of the youths

The clothing of the adolescent girl is likely to be one of

the problems of the family on Any moss. It is often bard to
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establish sensible standards to opposition to community standirds

that are absurdly extravagant. This may be the ease where children

in public' high schools come under the influence of clothing standards

of the heedless teachers and children of wealthier families. The

girl in this period is beim:ming conseious of her clothes as a

Of expression in her social group. If She does not maintein a

etandard similar to her comrades she feels the others do not thins

'well of her. If' this continues the girl develops an inferiority

complex which is fatal to social progress.

Clothing furnishes data on whioh esteem or disestean is based.

Clothes tend to expand our personality, and they slay be oonsidered

the outer limit to which our personality extends. Preedom from die+

comfort underlies happiness., freedom itself is pleasant and restraint

is disagreeable. If one's clothes are not appropriate for the

occasion, or if they do not allow Freedom., he will be restrained and

appear ill at ease. This appearance is to his social disadvantege.

It has been proved that fear underlies the psychology of clothing

and that are :ore conscious of their dress than man.

Banding down of clot from older children or parents to

the next in line will greatly reduce the clothing costs. Men this

be done better quality at higher primes in purchasing is justi-

fiable. But one (should not place too much reliance upon second-hand

or handeddown clothing, because there is a certain character build»

int value about new clothing that is lacking in used clothing.

The clothing budgets inmiuded in this study are based upons



differences as to sex and age, work of individual, climatic oondi-

ttons, and recognition of social needs. In any income level the

clothing should be sufficient to protect the body from °olds heat,

and wet, and in sufficient amount to insure personal eleanliness.

One must consider the work of the individual. Each individual must

have a type of clothing suited to the particular kind of work in

which he is engaged; for examples the laboring will need a

different .sort of clothing from that of the professional man. The

professional woman will need a different kind of garment and a

treater quantity than the housewife, the greatest differences being

found in the edress-up" and outer garments.

The climatic conditions play an important parts for en swamp

the people of the Northwest require clothes to protect them from the

dampness and rain, whereas the people of the Ni&west need clothes

roteet them frau the extremes of heat and cold.

The normal physical development was followed in classifying

age groups in the following budget. The first of these groups is

the infant; the second is the preschool child; the third is the you

the fourth is the adolescent; and the fifth is the mature individual.

Clothes to the infant are nothing more than some strange substance

which binds its freedom of mov mt. The preschool °Mid thinks of

clothing only as ornaments which eons st of dazzling colors and

trifles. The youth is a period of childhood which characterizes

eativity nand during which time there is little thought given to cloth,

tug. Throughout the *doleseent age, the individual becomes more and



more interest in clothes as en expression of his tastes and, as

attraction to the opposite sex. By the time the individual has

reached maturity he has learned to select his clothes, and be keeps

in mind the prevailing style, the type of desired expression and

the economicay. durability of his selection.

There are differenees in amount or income spent by individuals

in the same family; for instance, a more liberal &novenae should be

made for members of the family working outside of the home than for

members of same age at homes The people employed outside the home

before the public and have to dress on a standard that is

approved by society. Their garments have to be replaced oftener

because is greater and they need more variety. Those wor

ing in the homes, such as the housewife, spend more for simpler booms

dresses, aprons, etc., beoause a large percent of their hours are

spent in Oaring for the home. Their social demands are fewer and

garments for such engagements will last for a longer period of time,

As imoome s the amount omit for clothing by r

families increases from 100% to 17% of their income, that of industrial

twlit** increases from 15% to 18.x%. of their moons, and that of

salaried families such as clerks, teachers, etc. increases from 2N:

to 22% of their imams. The cause of the wide variation from ten to

twenty*two is easily seen. The public sets a higher standard that

must be met by the salaried persons while the rural group sets * mutt

lower standard for the farmer.

According to Nystrom, 93oonomice of onsumpti the percentage

at expense of the mother's expenditures is the most flexible one in



the Family. It goes lower in the lowincome level, and higher in

the Megan income level than any other member of the family.

In the families of low blooms the percentage of expense for

the wife varies frmit 3.1% to 4,$ and is lower than the percentage

wperse of the husband. in the higher income levels the percentage

of expense for the womsn's clothing eds the man's expenditures,

and as income increases the percentage difference becomes greater.

At the well*to.do Income level the percentage expense for the

averages not lose than 60%

same level.

The husband'. percentage of expense for elothing tends to rise

boom slightly below 0% to 6% with the increase of inane* in the low

income group. Above the $1600 level there is an irregular decline

down to nearly 01 over $2600 level it averages leas than 5% and es

income rises, up to $6000 there is a steady &saline to 0,

"The percentage of expense for *lathing for boys varies acoord-

ing to age." The older the boy the higher the expense, but with the

increase of income the percentage for boy's olothing steadily declines.

re than the man's expenditures at the

The young man spends more for drese..up and spa

the older man more for corking clothes

The percentage of of

Pur a,

expense for the adolescent girl

ranges from 4.0 in the lowest income and increases to 54g as the

income increases. The rate of 6.0 is maintained in all income love

from 01200 to $2100, above 02100 it is slightly less than The

percentage expense for girls under fifteen all tend to decline
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roam*

The percentage expense for budget for the girl over fifteen

often equals or exceeds that of her mother's. The girl vill buy

More fadish garments and will take less care of her clothing than

the mother who will buy fewer garments but of better quality and

will take better care of thou so that they last for a greater period

of time. On the contrary Andrews in the "Economies of the Heave*

hold" advances a fairer standard that sayst"it seems fair to suggest

for all except incomes that the clothing of the young

should generally not cost much ss that of his father, and similar*

ly that the clothing of the young women should generally not cost

more than that of her mother,"

Signs of increase or decrease in income maybe readily

detected in ens as clothing. It is the clothing expenditure which go s

the first and probably the greatest out when the Income decreases.

Then as the income increases the amount spent for outer clothing

increases mush more rapidly than the amount spent for under-clothes,

Pe it one exception to this rule and that is in the case of the

ry young child, in whose budget the expenditures for under-olothing

increases more rapidly than expenditures for outer -wear as the income

increases.

Individuals feel that clothes are an index to their finaneial

status am3.ss some say, "by their clothes you shall know them."

There is a standard set by society to which individuals feel they must

Conform, Clothes are about the most effective means of indicating
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the upon-which a person lives and the personality of the inner

eh r It is human nature to want to give a good impression.

Maw in the limited Income group wish to impress the rest of the

world and make them think that the individual is in an affluent

stets. For that reason many people dress better than their inoomes

permit. This feet is especially true of the women and girls in the

family. They feel that it is more necessary for than to dress on

better standard than the MOM dresses as long as he maintains a

standard aeoeptehle for his position.

It is very interesting to notice the °bang. in an Leal

family following their arrival in this country. The first change

spparently is in their clothing. When the children start to school

they are made to feel conspicuous because of the differentness of

tbeir clothing. They bring pressure to bear at home until they ere

clothed as the other children. On the street the women feel con -

spicuous in their native garb, and the selection of the first

American clothes is from the bargain home window. From that step

they are contii ifly striving to attain the standards of their group.



dolts Per Winds's* Immo 1

er

umber
of roars

2

z.

Mackinaw 3, *3.00

Suit3 $25.00

Extra a

Overalls C11 98%

Shirts M 954

C4%141.00

Shoes a 45.75

Shoe repair 3 41.75

Underwear 81400

sleeping garments 1 1..00 2

2

Sacks 20g per pair

Sweater

Gloves 1 154

Ties

Suspenders

Belt

Bendkerehiefs $1.00 dos. 8

Inaidentals

that weld be st hose.

1

1

1

1

I

3.

ly Cost

$1.50

12.50

2.49

3.02

5.70

.50

7.50

340

3.00

2.00

1.60

1.00

.35

.66

6.00

855.11

12



Cost 9 $10.00

*DrOos wool $5.98

*Dress thin for

*Eft** dress 8 $1.00

Ent

Shoo* 9 *4.85 I
Sidi. ropair $1.00 1

**prams 4i 50#

*311p

Yost - 004ton 6 81 3 1

*Bloomers 3 50% 3 1

1' 17 Cast

$5.00

2.98

1.65

3.00

1.50

9.70

2,00

1.50

.49

.75

1,50

Brassier** $4 25% .76

*Nightgown 9 69% 1.10

Hose 9 59# 2.36

Handkorohief 3 for 25%

Inoldontals 3.00

$58.06

*Artf ales that +mold be made at home.



Clothing tor Boy 1,4 18

users ter beet

Trouser. *, cords 4 *2.80

Overalls

early Cos

$2,96

2,60

640

7

*Shirts 0. 86e

Cap

Sheen 6 $2* 6

I

2.60

.96

8.86

Shoe repair 4 $14.60 3.00

*Underwear 60e 1.60

*Pajamas 50/ 1.00

Seeks 0 UV 10 2.50

Oweater 1 1.00

?lee

Belt

Randkerohiet 5/

Ineidentali

I

*Artieles tha Gould be made a i home*

I

1

05



for Carl 14 * 18

Number
of years

Yearly Cost

Coat 0 $12.85 2 $6.42

*Dress silk 1 10.00

*Dress cotton for best 1.95

*Dress -pool for school 5.50

*Dress cotton for school
f'4 $1.95 1 3.90

1.00

Bat felt 1 1 1.00

Shoes 42. 7.50

Shoe repair M $1.00 2.00

*Bloomers g $1.00 3.00

*Slip t $1.00 3 2.00

*Brassieres 4 25# 3 1 .75

*Night dress 3 69# 1.18

Bose w rayon S 59# 8 3 4.72

Bandkerehief g 5# 8 1 .40

UMbre,1*

Beg 1

Inaidentals 3. 56:00

$65.32

*Articles that could be made at home.

5



Clothing for

NUm r

Baokinaw 1

Trousers a best

Trousers cords

Overalls It 871 1

errors

1

1

1

Yearly Coat

$11 6

2.26

1.76

*87

*Shirts t 60 1 2.00

Cap 1 1 1 .75

Shoes 1-$1.00 1 3.00

Shoe repairs t $1.00 3 2.00

*Underwear PA 601 S 1 1.60

*Pajamas 04 bog 1 1.00

Bose 0 261 1 2.00

OWIN1t4W 1 1.00

Ties 2

Belt 1 .50

dkerehief at V .30

identals 3.00

$26.12

*Artioles that could be node at home.



Clothing for Girl 6 14

Cost $5.00

*Dress wool

*Dress for sohoo $ 00

Sweater f.# $1.00

Hat - felt

Shoos t $2.00

Shoe repair $140

Slip

Bloomers

Vests It 25

fight dress 60

Hose - cotton 59?

Gloves (Mittens)

rektor"'

Incidentals

3.

1

2

2

6

6

Artiolos that could be made At homs.

x

1

1

I

I 5.54

1 .55

.50

1 240

$28.59

rawly Cost

$9.50

3,95

3.00

1.00

1.00

4,00

240

1.00

3.60

.16

140



Clothing for Preschool Child 3/2 to

lg Cost

*Nola $3.98 2 $1.98

*Suite or dresses /611 5.00

Sweater 1.00

Cap or hat 1 .60

Shoes $1.00 3 3.00

Shoe repair 16¢ 1 2.60

*Underwear 26,f 1 .15

*Sleeping garment 0 blei 1.00

dose 3 19% 8 1.62

Incidentals 2.00

$16.26

*Articles that could be made



*Coot M $2.60

Sesater P., .76

Cep 3 6,4

*Drosses 06s1

Hose 3 .16

Shoes $1,00

Bootoos c .26

for Intent to Vi Year'

I

4

4

1

NOmber Yearly Cost
or years

1 0 $1.67

1

1

2

2

Wrapping blanket 3 $1,00 1 1 1/

Bands 2 for Ili 3 11/8

Shirts .49 1 IA

*Gertrude. 1 0
*Slooping ga rments aft .59 1 0
*Dispors Daisy *loth 1711

Inoidenta14

could be nada at

.60

.34

1.47

.60

1.00

.60

.67

.12

1.86

0

2.72

3.00

$15,22

19
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Leo

Coat, winter 4 $35.00

Coat, spring a $35.00

Dress, wool a 26.00

*Dress, silk #25.00

Nester
year.

2

2

2

2

Yearly Cost

$17.50

17.50

12.50

28.00

Drees, thin sumo!. #10.00 1 20.00

Dross, house a R.95 3 1 8.85

Shoes dress I 8.60

Shoes sport 1 1340

Shoes how 1.95

*Apron 1 50¢ 4 2.00

*Slip, *Ilk 4 #2.05 1.47

*Slip, wash fabric $1.50 1050

Vests, M Tisg 3.00

*Bloomers m $1.95 7.80

*Night gowns a $1.90 5.85

Hose $ $1.50 1 8.00

Corsslet i $10.00 2 10.00

Drowsier, a $1.00 340

Hat, felt 4 $5.85 2 2.92

Sat, straw #5.85 2092

*Kimono a $5.00 2.50

Reakerehiers a 10% 16 1.50

Gloves a #3.95 2 3.95



Bag $4.95 2 2.47

Umbrella $3.98 1.27

Sweater t 25.00 2.50

Raincoat M $6.00 2 3.00

Galoshes 240

Incidentals 20.00

$213.66

that ectula be made a



Overcoat a $17.60

Suit a $20.00

Sweater $3.95

Trouser zeds $5

-Shirt* a $2.50

Hat 41' 00

Shoes a $4.

licker

*Pajamas * $2.00
(2 light weight
2 heavy weight

Vmde ar a $2.00

Socks a 60/

artere 60?

It $1.00

s $1.50

Gloves 33.95

Handkerchief a 10t

suit 0 $4.00

tale

*Art e that

Boy 14 18

Bomber
of years

1

3

1

6

12

10

1

15

Yearly Guist

$8.75

10.00

7.90

15.00

20.00

2 1.50

1 1340

6.00

1 8.00

1 12.00

1 12.00

1 1.00

1 2.00

1 15.00

1.97

1 1.50

2 2.00

3.60

00

$155.62



Oirl 14 * 18

Rumba' Nunbor
of years

Yearly Cost

Coat. winter 4 50 #14.75

Coati spring 0 $20.00 10.00

*Dross. best silk $16.50' 18.50

*Dress, but ootton 0 $2.95 1 5.90

*Dross wool aobool 0 $6.50 2 3.25

*Dross, cotton school 4 412.95 2 5.90

Sweater 0 0.915 1 5,95

Bat, tilt a OM 1 1 8.85

nat. straw a 25.82 1 5,85

Shoes. sport 5 #0.50

Shoos, dress <1 $8.50

15.00

17.00

Beal, #1.95 1 1.95

Raincoat 0.00

*Bloomers 3 $1.96 4 1 7.80

Brassiere 5 $1.60 3. 6.00

*Slip, dark f.4 $2.50 2 1.25

*811pe light 4 $2.20 1.26

Ross, sport a #1.50 4 6.00

so, silk or rayon 1 50 1 8.00

*Pajamas $2.96 1 8.85

Kimono fa $4.60 1 2.25

Gloves g $3.95 1 7.90

Galoshes or rnbbors a $2.50 2.50



Garter belt 4 .50

Handkerchief t .10

Umbrella 0 WAS

Bag 3 $2.95

ncidentale

le

11 be at hoe*.

1

2

1.00

1.80

147

1.47

20.00

$189.94



Mdibex Year
*Tyson"

25

Overcoat 44 012.50

Suit $16.95

Sweater 6 $51100

I 2

1

(6.25

8.47

6.00

Cords $5.90 1 11.85

Shirt 5 $1.75 14.00

Shoes, heavy 3 $3.96 15.80

Shoes. earns di $2.00 2 1 4.00

Cap 6 $1.00 .50

Overalls 6 $1.00 1 2.00

8M.el rra r $1.50 8.00

Pajama $1.60
(2 light weight
2 heavy weight) 4 6.00

Socks 6 60e 6.00

Bathing suit 3.00

Rubbers $1.60 I 1 1.50

Ties la .75 4 I 5.00

Garters .50 2 1 1.00

Mittens G .75 I .75

Handkerchief t51 aog S 1.20

Slicker 1 1 3.50

Blaster 1 3.00

Inoidezrta.la 10.00

$115.82

*Articles that could be made at hone.



Mil 8 

NOMber 
at years 

Cos.,' spring $12.50 2 

0oat winter ft $18.60 2 

*Dressiest but summer 0 $442 2 1 

*Dresses, best winter 0 08.95 2 1 

*Dresses, ol school 04 $5.20 2 1 

*Dresses, cotton ec hool 0 $2.95 4 

Shoos 14$6.50 3 

Shoos, house a $1.95 1 

Sandals 0 $2.25 1 

Hato winter 04 $4.95 

Seto wawa $4095 

RMnooat 

Galoshes. 44 $1.95 

Bathing snit 34.00 

*pajama* $1.95 

Ahmtmmmmmr a $2.95 

Boss. sport 0 $1.00 

Bose, rayon $1.00 

*Kimona a $3.95 

Garter bolt It .60 

Mandbershief 0.10 

Mittens a $1.00 

Ineideotals 

1 

18 

*Artieles that could be made at home. 

Tly 

0.26 

9,26 

9.90 

17.90 

11.90 

14.70 

16.60 

1.95 

4.60 

2.48 

1 4.95 

6.00 

1 1.96 

2 200 

1 5.35 

1 1740 

1 6.00 

1 4.00 

1.97 

1 1.00 

1 140 

1 140 

10.00 

$169.45 

27 



Presc hool Child

Number liar Yearly Cost
aP pars

*Coat 3 $12.95

Suit or dress 0 $3.96

Sweater ,4) $3.96 1

*Rompers, play $1.96 a

Cap for winter,

nat for moor. 4245 1

Shoos $3.75 5

1

*Underwear, winter 3 $1.50 3

*Th2derws su=wr t $1.00

*Pajamas a $1.95

hose 3 .50

Galoshes

*Garter waists .60

Rain at

ttans

Incidentals

*Articles that could be at hose.

1

2

1

I

$8.47

6.95

1.97

11.80

.75

1.47

8.25

2.50

4.50

5.00

7,60

8.00

1.50

2.00

1.00

6.00

$87.98



least to 1 3/2 fears

Number
of years

t $5. 1 11/2

Sweater n $1.50 1 1 1/2

Sun suit $1.00 I 1

Gap $1.00 1 1 0
Bootees CS .50 8 2 0
Shoes #1.50 1 1 1/2

Dresses $1.00 6 1 0
Rompers A $1.00 4

Handmade dresses a $176 1 1 0
Basque $2.50 1 1 3,/

Wrapping blanket A #1.50 1 0
Silk and wool shirt *is* 2. #14 $1.50 I 1 1/2

Silk and wool shirt size 2. $1.50 2 3 1/2

Silk and wool bud* (shoulder strap)
a 095 3 1 1/2 1.90

Abdominal binder 3 for 14 # 1 1/2 .10

d wool ho 065 3 1 2/2 1*30

?lane tte g A .65 S 1 1/8 1.80

?lunette Gertrude* M .71 S 1 1/2 1.50

Nandmade Gertrude* A #1.00 1 1 1/2 .67

Diapers .20 1 1/1 8 3020

Rubber pants a .50 .34

Incidentals 3.00

334.16

early Cost

1.00

.6,

.8?

1.00

2.00

2.66

1.16

2.66

2.00

2.00

2.00



These budgets do not include eertain articles mbioh may, swan

desirable to be adequately dressed. Moat 1101111% posses in their

Wardrobe saw personal jewelry, and perhaps a fur. If these articles

are in wardrobe of the women of the minimum and moderate inoome

level cash will probably have been a gift to the individual. Often

times in, cpensive jewelry is purchased by these women, but it seldom

is valued mach hie ter than oostume jewelry. It is a rare thing that

a woman takes the money to purchase for herself a oostly fur, and it

is the realisation of a drown corns true if she is the proud

possessor of such through a gift. The manta budget is lees atftested

by these items than the wman's.

NO ward/4he is ever_oomplete without eertain toilet articles.

A sortain *mount is essential for mainteinine health and also for

aiding is personal appears. for presentability, for pursuit of

work end normal social life. These are provided for in the expendi.,

tures for incidentals in the budget and include cosmetics, tooth

bruehes, hairpins, lotions, etc. The greatest of this amount, howw

ever, is spent for the women and adolescent girl, because they

require,more and uses more of these artiolet henss they hater to be

replaced oftener.

Many garments that can be node at hone arsx house dresses,

stonner wash dresses, silk dresses, shirts, blouses, aprons, coats,

slips, bloomers night gowns or pa jenas, kimonos, romp. rse, dress or

suits for children, and under clothing for children.

Aseording tolVi. Department of Agriculture Miseellaneous
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Palleation NO. 4* "SO% or more of the wememimade* haute dresses*,

immer wash dress*** aprons, night gar. Many mare in all

community groups made house dresses, camper dresses, and lush

than made silk dresses and wool dresses. As made silk

dress, s as made wool &mimeo except in the rural *amenity mdin.

the ease of those who did not report the sise et the community's It

will be noted that larger percentage of women made night garments

than made any other garments° Some authorities say that in the

IOvor manes group* some families make such garments as men's shirts

and underwear. The bulletin goes on to sty* "t lathe

cities than in the rural districts were making children 's german

Bemuse buying facilities are iner ed sus the town grows, dap

moat stem develop and bring with them bargain sales that induce

he shopper to buy ready-made garments in preference to sewing at

home. It studied carefully these sale, may help the housewife to

save both time and money. nn gensrel the percentage making each

decreases as the sise of the comfy increases."

rding to classifieat on by ins "the highest per tags

making snob garment* except mats* is found either in the $1000 to

$1,999 group or the $2000 to $1,909 grasp." This includes. both

imam levels with whieh this study is concerned,

we find more hems sewing is dons in the smaller Immunities

than in the larger ones. A larger per cent of those having a low

1:40000 than those heaving larger incomes make garments at home;

however*, the highest percentage app. in the majority of osier in
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the $2000 to $3000 income group. The families of the lowest imam

group make few or no garments at home, bemuse the housewife has

less time for meth construction. There are usually more children

oh families and the imam has eaeery spare minute occupied with

housekeeping and intim. She is the

the bargain sales and buys the

temente. however, starred in the budget could be made in the home

of amy imam level.

The minim= budget is betted upon absolute or simian, clothing

requirements for health and decency but the modorato imams budge

is intended for individuals who appreciate a better standard of

quality and caves variety in dress so as to accord with social metal.

in each of these income groups the amount expended for clothing will

be greatly affected by the buying habits of the individual and the

Oar. given the clothing. The person of limited in xat exercise

who patronises

sires& garments. The

the utmost care in her plerring purchasing. Same general

suggestions are here included, but every person who practices thri

will no doubt formulate her

person of limited income will take time

question of buying. There are several points She

analyze the

t bear in mind

in raking her purchases. She must know definitely the amount o

to be spent and plan the various expenditures accordingly.

with this in mind the buyer must shop with a definite purpose.

Actual necessity for the gars ent must be the guide in buying. in

general it ie best to buy at the time the article in question will
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satisfy an immediate need, There are a few ex eeptiont to this rule.

Clothes bought out of *men can often be secured at a saving of

from twentyefive to fifty per cent of the original price. Again if

garments are to be made at home, it Is often times advisable to y

ahead of the need in order to allow time for making the garment.

It one lives at a distance from good markets it is necessary to bet

When one chances to have access to good markets and a good °holes

of materials at a reasonable prioes even though he perhaps antiel

pates his future needs.

Bearing in mind that quality and meet quantity is the keynete

of eueoessful buying, the shopper must ream* his purchases to a

minimum planned to *over the various occasions. The article se

chosen should be of the type that will be suitable for more than

oecesion and for more than eue season or yeare, and must be

iota With the rest of the garments. Raving considered theee facts,

she must allow sufficient time for selecting, judging and deciding

upon what is needed in order to insure full satisfeation. Nothing

combo selected wisely when one is too hurried. Such deliberation

during buying allows sufficient time to study all of the material

poosibilitles at appropriate priess. If there is may choice between

several garments or articles, she most have plenty of time to weeigh

the various alternatives before melting any decisions.

There are several points to be considered in judging ter

ials. The good buyer must )mow dharacteristios of fibers,

advantages and disadvantages of different weaves, tests for festal/el
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permeneney of finilhes, and 'sr ous home tests tha t could

Her °below should be toward the eo seres vs. 'Extreme styles.

uaisusl novelties, and fads of all kinds are net to be oansidered

biomass snob garments will not fit in with the purchases if

the purse is limited. Alluring advertisements and sensational sales

Obeete will probably lead the average person into the field of'

extravagance and unwise because they entice the buyer with

their se"eallsd bar ans. wee and durability are of primary

ponsiderations For these reasons the shopper mint beware of cheosing

gamest*, merely because of their eheapness. Foresight and some

knowledge of the future needs will aid her in shopping.

Fashion is of secondary Though there may be quick

changes in style there are always conservative pieces of clothing

that SWIM into several seasons or over "mite a amber of

Individual thinking for individual needs most be developed. No one

who follows the edicts of fashion blindly can do successful buying.

The buyer must be well aequallsted with her personality

and these of the other members of her family. She mast select suits

and dresses that harmonise in color so that hats, gloves, and other

accessories maybe used to the best ad e. There must aIpays be

eatable to the wearer and to the Goose on,

The comfort and health of the various makers of the family

0 uppermost in the esonomies of buying. Again cheapness

ry detrimental to such important items. For the children,

especially, clothing must be Of eervieeable material and simple in



construction.

One must consider the length of time a garment may be worn

he frequenowith 'blob it will have to be laundered. It is

to ask oneself this question, "What types of laundering will

this garment receive?" as this is a very important factor in buying.

Garments that have received the best seleotion will not last

if not given gtiod dare. Proper care of clothing will lengthen

service and preserve the appearance of all articles. There are

several points of primary consideration. Clothes should be mended

ae soon as they need it. A patch or darn is no disgrace and is far

Nitta' looking than a hole., and delayed or patching means

only a larger hole. Garments when removed should be bang up at

ono* to save pressing. Corers for * othing save the °loaning bill,

too. All stein* and spots should be removed instantly, as they yield

to treatment less readily if allowed to stand. They spoil one;

personal appesrenee and mar the appearance of the garment.

Gbe not wearing clothes which are out of season, the housewife

should store them carefully and give protestion against soil and

moths.

tries have so leiTitmised the cost of ready de garments.

housekeepers and daughters have been lured by cheap sales

pries* or cheap garments rather than making the garment

themselves. It is due partly to ignorance in ability to get the

!tailored and finished look" of a garments and to the lack of thought.

fell consideration of material, of finish, of texture and of duration
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that causes so easuelities in the of th gag purehase. Therefore,

home instruction in the art of clothing oonstraotto nn in desired

garments is needed. A homemaker should be able to design garments

Which will be better suited to her individual household than can a

commereial timeeeet mechanical dressmaking machine. A home-maker

is naturally a creator and-when As losers the joy and the art of

oonetructing the garment for herself and her family, she has lost

half of her pleasure in the ability to manage aeon planned home.

The most outstanding difficulty in home construct an is the

fitting; the next greatest praise is that of choosing becoming and

ratleal design. A survey m * of sewing trends of housewives in

$3 states showed ninety per cent of the 1101a023. sewed bemuse of lower

cost, and seventrfive per cent because better materials can be used

in his gement*. A large percent bought adymmade garments in

order to save time and energy; and to get better style and design.

(United States Department of Agriculture, Miscellaneous Pablieatien

)10. 4 *Present Trends in Home Sewing.

Some authorities say that home sewing coasts a fourth of what

it costs to buy ready"usds. In making comparisons of rearmede

garments and garments made in clothing classes at Oregon State

College e vest difference in roost was noted. For pajamas, prises

about parallel, but the materials used in the garments made

in classes were superior to those of the rem

some price. The drosses *umpired more about the

bat the prices of the rearmed* dresses ware very

sometimes an increase of Oeventrfive per cent.

garments of the

in material

h higher,



T. Summary and Conclusions.

It ii not possible to sat up a -clothing allowanee for any

case level which will definitely and accurately meet the needs of

individuals of that level. There are too many variables with

*Oh to deal, and too many factors entering In which have not as

yet been standardised.

A clothing budget sae be used only at a guide *ad should not

be followed without deviation. It suet be revived and adjusted

meet the particular mneeda of the individual for whom it is used

the maereds depending upon .g., sex, occupation, desire.,, standards

and insane, or allewanee for clothing.

In either of the clothing budgets no absolutely definite

pereentsge corn be used, but figures show that it would run around

3% at the low income level, and 20% or abet, at the moderate i

levels which would accord with Andrews who planes the amount allowed

for clothing between a tenth and a fifth of the theme.

The desirable clothing budget for any individual not

ly Upon the amount of money that can be expended but also to a

ge extent upon.the purchasing habits of the individual said her

d judgment and opportunity in buying.

One's skill in sewing is also a factor. If heath.'

inplination, skill, and time for sewing there may be a noticeable

saving in clothing costs, and 4 larger and more enduring

garments may be

Lastly, the careful repairing end proper laundering and



s . ll improve the eppear and lengthen servi

or a garment, and by so doing will reduoo materially clothing costs,

and maks for a more adequate wardrobe, in any inoome level.
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